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CODE ENFORCEMENT SWEEP IN VETERANS HEIGHTS
NEIGHBORHOOD NETS 134 VIOLATIONS

Kenner, LA. – A sweep by inspectors of the Kenner Code Enforcement Department, along with officials from Entergy, resulted in 134 violations in a two-block stretch of Greenwood, Salem and Fayette streets in the Veterans Heights neighborhood.

The code sweep took place Tuesday morning, and in addition to the violations, resulted in Entergy officials pulling the power from a home at 2617 Fayette St.

Code Enforcement Director Aimee Vallot said inspectors will continue conducting code sweeps on a regular basis, responding to complaints and with a special emphasis on property owners that aren’t maintaining their property.

Inspectors uncovered the following violations in Tuesday’s code sweep:

- Abandoned vehicles – 24
- Abandoned refrigerators – 2
- Building maintenance required – 4
- Fascia/soffit deficiencies – 15
- High grass – 17
- Fence repairs needed – 10
- Illegal discharge of sewage – 1
- Litter/debris – 18
- Address required – 4
- Boarding required – 1
- Unsafe electrical conditions – 23
- Unsafe plumbing conditions – 4
- Vermin/rodents – 5
- Repair or demolition required – 2
- Permit required – 4
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